Soft Power, table
design Diesel Creative Team

A young and informal lamp, for everyday use and any setting whatsoever, just like your favourite pair of jeans:
Soft power. It features a simple, compact and functional shape and its material is similar to washed denim, but
softer and lighter, dressing the body and hat of the lamp to perfection. Its visible double seam, the weave of its
printed fabric and the two colours available, blue and black, bring the world of jeans to mind at first glance.
Soft, functional light is diffused across the room and concurrently projected onto the surface it stands on.
It is available in two sizes: small and large, to blend in seamlessly with any interior décor and use context.

Soft Power, table
technical info

Description
Table and floor lamp with diffused light.
Outline of the PVC diffusers covered with
pure cotton fabric; the purposely-uneven
weft and warp of the fabric is achieved
artisan. The cotton is digitally printed, and
the colour is then set. This is followed by
stonewashing to create the vintage effect;
the fabric is tailored by hand using a sewing
machine with visible seams. The central
diffuser is made of opaline polycarbonate;
the frame is made of white powder-coated
steel. A washer with the Diesel log in satin
finish aluminium decorates the transparent
electrical cable outlet on the base.

Model
Soft Power grande

Weight
net kg: 1,00
gross kg: 3,20

Bulbs
- Halogen 1x77W E27

Packing
vol. m³: 0,097
n.boxes: 1

- LED Retrofit/Fluo 1x20W E27

Cables

Certifications

Materials: Printed cotton, polycarbonate and
coated metal
Colours: Light blue, Black

Soft Power piccola

Brightness
diffused light

Weight
net kg: 0,60
gross kg: 1,70

Bulbs
- Halogen 1x46W E14

Packing
vol. m³: 0,038
n.boxes: 1

- compact fluorescent/LED retrofit 1x12W
E14

Cables

Certifications

2D/3D drawings
photometric info
assembly istructions

download area
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Diesel Creative Team
In 2009, Foscarini signed a partnership agreement with Diesel as
part of the "Home Collection" home furnishings and lifestyle
project. This partnership has given Foscarini the opportunity to
make contact with a new target clientele and explore new lifestyles
and furnishing trends through a collection conceived by Diesel for
its own target group: "Diesel Living with Foscarini".
The Diesel Living with Foscarini collection speaks a range of
different languages - from rock to pop, industrial to vintage,
graphics to art - to illustrate the unmistakable Diesel lifestyle.
Ironic, transgressive, eclectic, incandescent, the collection is made
up of over 40 different lamp models. The collection is structured
into a range of forms, materials and intended uses, lending itself to
unexpected and unconventional settings, from domestic to public
environments, always with a strong personality. The materials
selected and researched for Foscarini, and perhaps even more so
in the Diesel Living with Foscarini collection, are of the utmost
importance. Materials which have never before been used in the
lighting industry are the collection’s added value.
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